
 
 

Co-op offers both semester A & B courses for each English courses, exclusively for Co-op members. 

 

English 7 (Both Semester A & B Included): 
Semester A 

Unit 1: Courage and Survival 

This unit focuses primarily on essential reading skills, such as understanding prefixes, suffixes, roots, phrases, clauses, 
character development, point-of-view, plot, and themes. Learners read a variety of texts, focusing on novels with themes of 
courage and survival. 

Unit 2: Facing Challenges 

This unit focuses primarily on essential reading skills, such as synonyms, antonyms, tenses, modifiers, and text and 
organizational structures. Learners read a variety of nonfiction texts to learn about both faraway places and people—and 
those closer to home—who have faced a variety of challenges. 

Unit 3: Human Ingenuity 

This unit focuses on reading skills, such as context clues, parts of speech, summarizing passages, purpose, main idea, 
supporting details, and oral presentations. Learners read a variety of passages for main ideas and details and present both oral 
and written summaries of their findings. 

Unit 4: Writer’s Workshop 

This unit delves deeply into a variety of writing skills, including grammar, mechanics, capitalization, proper nouns, topic 
selection, note-taking, peer review, and drafting. 

Semester B (English 7) 
Unit 1: Poetry Workshop 

Learners study and apply grammar rules regarding subject-verb agreement and pronouns and explore a variety of poetic 
forms. Learners study poetry types, figurative language, imagery, and tone as they analyze and write poetry.  

Unit 2: Convictions 

Learners examine a variety of informational texts and then write persuasive essays by supporting original theses with facts 
and evidence.  

Unit 3: Beyond Stereotypes 

Learners examine authors' uses of symbolism, dialogue, and description as they learn about bias and stereotyping, examine 
advertising strategies, and participate in group discussions. 

Unit 4: Research Project 

Learners use conventions in grammar and spelling as they conduct an in-depth research project by following the writer’s 
workshop process.  
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English 8 (Both Semester A & B Included): 
Semester A 

Unit 1: Who I Am, Who I Want To Be 

Learners explore strategies for determining word meaning. They read a variety of fictional works to both understand the 
elements of plot and determine how authors use historical contexts in their writing. Learners also experiment with script-
writing. 

Unit 2: Poetry Workshop 

Learners explain uses of figurative language and explore their uses through poetry analysis and writing. Learners also learn 
about correct use of quotation marks and contractions.  

Unit 3: Heritage 

Learners explore stories of perseverance and heritage as they learn about summarizing texts and the different techniques that 
can help them understand informational texts. Learners also practice using modifiers with and without –ly. 

Unit 4: Writer’s Workshop 

Learners practice writing skills, including using sentence variety, distinguishing phrases and clauses, and vocabulary 
development, as they complete a research paper using a writer’s workshop process. 

Semester B (English 8) 
Unit 1: Plays 

Learners examine a variety of plays to determine the influence history and culture can have on the plot elements and tone of a 
work. Learners also focus on paraphrasing, the use of active voice, and idiom. 

Unit 2: Persuasion 

Learners practice accessing prior knowledge, using visualization techniques, and creating graphic organizers to increase 
reading comprehension.  

Unit 3: Mythology 

Learners analyze word choice and learn the conventions of mythology as well as comparison and contrast essay writing. In 
skills building, learners work with homonyms, fix double negatives, and write effective transitions. 

Unit 4: Research Project 

Learners participate in collaborative research projects as they pose questions, separate fact from opinion, select and analyze 
Internet resources, and collaboratively write, revise, and present their projects. 

 

English 9 (Both Semester A & B Included): 
Semester A 

Unit 1: Persuasion and Audience 

Learners explore a variety of media messages and propaganda techniques and the impact that they can have on the reader.. 

Unit 2: Using Your Imagination 

Learners practice accessing prior knowledge, using visualization techniques, and creating graphic organizers to increase 
reading comprehension.  

Unit 3: Analysis Narratives 

Learners establish goals as they identify literary elements as well as facts and opinions in literature. 



Unit 4: Reading and Interpreting Poetry 

Learners are exposed to a variety of poetry types, as well as to how the language of poetry speaks to individuals and groups.   

Unit 5: Using and Understanding Dialogue 

Learners analyze how and when dialogue is effectively used in literature. 

Semester B (English 9) 
Unit 1: Understanding the Main Idea 

Learners will analyze the main idea of a written work and explore the differences and similarities between habits, traditions, 
and customs as they read the work.  

Unit 2: Understanding and Appreciating Differences 

Learners will read a variety of literature and analyze differences in perspective to increase their awareness, understanding, 
acceptance, and appreciation of individual and group differences. 

Unit 3: Reading and Writing Letters 

Learners will apply the structural, linguistic, and punctuation rules pertaining to the business and personal forms of letters. 

Unit 4: Conducting Research 

Learners will research a topic, draw conclusions from the research, and give an analysis, along with supporting evidence. 
Learners will also explore the contributions that American inventors have made through their inventions.. 

 

English 10 (Both Semester A & B Included): 
Semester A 

Unit 1: Preparing for the Workplace 

Learners improve reading strategies by finding out what resources to use while reading, what questions to ask while reading, 
how to find answers to those questions, and how to review material that they have read. Learners will also analyze technical 
documents and learn how to conduct a career search. 

Unit 2: Critical Reading 

Learners build vocabulary and improve reading comprehension by reading social science-related literature. They also conduct 
critical research, read and evaluate articles, and express conclusions by synthesizing findings in a presentation. 

Unit 3: Persuasion 

Learners develop techniques to strengthen arguments, motivate audiences, and influence thinking. They also apply grammar 
conventions and conduct peer reviews to improve their writing. 

Unit 4: Reading Historical Fiction 

Learners study how history influences literature and how literature reveals history, helping them better understand and 
interpret historical fiction, as well as notice and comprehend historical references in works that they read.  

Semester B (English 10) 
Unit 1: Building Reading Strategies 

Learners develop strategies that will help them improve their vocabulary and increase their reading comprehension. 

Unit 2: Reading Science 

Learners develop science vocabulary, read and analyze scientific articles and essays, and write a position paper. 



Unit 3: Writing for Precision 

Learners practice selecting and focusing on a topic, using precise wording, and creating and applying correct grammar to 
their writing. Then, they apply those skills to writing a research paper and a business letter.  

Unit 4: Literary Analysis 

Learners identify and describe literary devices and elements of plot, analyze and critique literature, and write poetry. 

Unit 5: Narrative 

Learners apply writing strategies learned in previous units to their personal narrative writings.  

 

English 11 (Both Semester A & B Included): 
Semester A 

Unit 1: Early American Period (to 1800) 

This unit focuses on early American literature through 1800. Learners will focus on literary forms, techniques, and style. 
They will also learn about specific writing skills, such as the writing process, critiquing oral addresses, and effective writing. 

Unit 2: American Romanticism (1800–1860) 

This unit focuses on American Romanticism literature from 1800 to 1860.  Learners will read passages from a variety of 
selections from this period and will analyze the literature for plot, setting, tone, and characterization. They will then explore 
elements of fiction through original writing. 

Unit 3: American Masters 

This unit focuses on the American Masters (primarily Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson) in literature.  Learners will read a 
variety of passages to learn about rhyme scheme, meter, elements of poetry, and how to recite a poem. Learners will also 
create original poetry. 

Semester B (English 11) 
Unit 1: America Grows Up (1860–1914) 

This unit focuses on American literature from the Civil War through the early 20th century. Learners will focus on elements 
of text, including main ideas and supporting details, as well as literary techniques of using comparison and contrast, 
chronological order, cause and effect, and implied meanings. They will also learn about specific writing skills, such as 
developing personal narratives and interview techniques. 

Unit 2: Prosperity and Depression (1914–1939) 

This unit focuses on American literature from the start of World War I through the roaring twenties and the Great 
Depression. Learners will read passages from a variety of selections from this period and will analyze the literature for 
author’s unique style, use of analogies, and general grammar conventions. They will then explore elements of essay writing 
through a variety of essay types (e.g., persuasive, literary, personal). 

Unit 3: Contemporary Literature (1939–Present) 

This unit focuses on contemporary literature of the mid-twentieth century through today. Learners will read a variety of texts 
and passages from Southern Gothic to works borne of the Harlem Renaissance and Civil Rights Movement, Hispanic 
American writings, and postmodernism. Learners also explore modern American poetry and apply a historical perspective to 
each of their readings throughout the unit, ending with a culminating project in which they write an historical investigative 
report. 

 

 



English 12 (Both Semester A & B Included): 
Semester A 

Unit 1: The Anglo-Saxons 

This unit focuses on basic skills, such as word origins and sentence structure, and also introduces students to themes found in 
literature and the steps of the writing process. Learners experiment with sentence structure and logical sequencing and work 
on the skills of both peer reviewing and revising their own writing. There are additional resource materials that must be 
downloaded in order for students to complete the online courseware. These materials can be found on the PLATO Support 
Site, and are accessed via the PLATO Course Teacher Learning Path.  

Unit 2: The Medieval Period 

This unit focuses on the skills development of subject and predicate relationships, connotation and denotation in word study, 
and the elements of plot. Learners explore plot development in The Canterbury Tales and then write original short stories that 
incorporate such elements as setting, plot, sensory details, and interior monologue. 

Unit 3: The English Renaissance 

This unit focuses on poetry, drama, and speech as students explore the uses of figurative language in all three genres. 
Learners examine the meanings and conventions of figurative language, analyze dramatic conventions and performance 
practices, and learn to write and deliver speeches. There are additional resource materials that must be downloaded in order 
for students to complete the online courseware. These materials can be found on the PLATO Support Site, and are accessed 
via the PLATO Course Teacher Learning Path.  

Semester B (English 12) 
Unit 1: The Age of Reason 

This unit focuses on a variety of literature types as students explore theme in works by authors and orators from Alexander 
Pope and Jonathan Swift to Martin Luther King, Jr. Learners examine analogy and satire in literature and learn about the 
variety of writing styles that can be employed in business writing, autobiography, and persuasive speech. Skills work focuses 
on spelling rules, subordinate clauses, and reading strategies. 

Unit 2: The Romantic Period 

This unit focuses on the Romantic period in British literature. Learners examine works by British authors and poets, 
including Samuel Taylor Coleridge, John Keats, and William Wordsworth. Learners concentrate on characteristics and tone 
in different types of text, as well as literary interpretation. Skills work focuses on punctuation, cause and effect, and building 
vocabulary. 

Unit 3: The Victorian Age 

This unit focuses on the Victorian Age in British literature, with an examination of works, such as those by Edmund Spenser, 
Alfred Lord Tennyson, John Browning, and Thomas Hardy. Learners examine allegory in literature and focus their skill 
development on vocabulary development, parallel structures in writing, and how to write summaries of texts. They will also 
create interpretive presentations through both writing and performance. There are additional resources materials that must be 
downloaded in order for students to complete the online courseware. These materials can be found on the PLATO Support 
Site, and are accessed via the PLATO Course Teacher Learning Path. 

Unit 4: Contemporary Literature 

This unit focuses on how literature can be tied to historical and social contexts and yet remains timeless through the 
incorporation of universal themes. Learners read and analyze a variety of fiction and nonfiction texts, poetry, and dramatic 
works. They work on their research skills, including finding main ideas, asking and answering questions, and writing an 
extended research paper. The unit ends with the development of a rubric that students may use to evaluate their own and 
others’ work. 

 
 

 



Language Arts Supplemental Pack:  
(Includes all 15 titles listed below under ‘Reading, Writing, Interdisciplinary’) 

 

Reading 
Reading Explorations F-G (Middle School) 

Reading Explorations focuses on reading comprehension strategies for students at 4-6th grade reading levels.  These reading 
levels are distinguished using the letters E (4th), F (5th), and G (6th) throughout the courseware. Learning mixes with 
adventure as students travel to different parts of the world, exploring popular deserts, caves, mountains, waterways, and 
wilderness areas. Adventure Club guides use engaging expository text to model the eight comprehension strategies and 
provide feedback as learners progress through the interactive lessons. Reading Explorations aligns with standards identified 
by the National Reading Panel, the National Institute for Literacy, and the United States Department of Education.   

Essential Reading Skills (Middle School, remedial) 

The Essential Reading Skills (ERS) curriculum provides instruction in key reading skills for youth and adults reading at the 
third- and fourth-grade levels. ERS helps beginning readers build a strong foundation by refreshing basic skills and 
introducing concepts that fluent readers use. Bright graphics and animations hold the learners' interest, while audio sets the 
pace and supports emerging readers as they learn the basics..   

Fundamental Reading Strategies (Middle School, remedial) 

Teaches 10 different reading strategies at the 5th grade reading level. Among the strategies taught are finding the important 
information, asking questions and finding answers, separating facts from opinions, using prior knowledge and metacognition.   
 
Fundamental and Intermediate Reading Strategies are part of a spiral curriculum that allows learners to explore important 
strategies at the appropriate reading level, and then again with more advanced material. Along the way, learners will read 
hundreds of passages on a wide variety of topics.  
 
Both curricula make a careful distinction between narrative (e.g., short stories) and expository text (e.g., textbooks or 
newspaper articles). Most of the modules teach a different version of the strategy for each type of text, and spend more time 
on the expository version.  
 
Both curricula feature extensive integrated audio. Integrated audio allows the reading tutors embedded in the activities to 
describe how they use their reading strategies in a naturalistic way. Further, integrated audio reduces the amount of text on 
the screen at once; a feature appreciated by emerging readers who are intimidated by large amounts of text. 

Intermediate Reading Strategies (Middle/High School) 

See ‘Fundamental Reading Strategies’ above. 

Teaches the same 10 strategies as Fundamental Reading Strategies, but the strategies are applied to more difficult passages 
that require more twists and turns in strategy use, at a 7th grade reading level. 

Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (Middle/High School) 

The primary purpose of Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension is to build vocabulary and comprehension skills through 
practice. Because the intent of the course is for the learner to practice, the course is not mastery-based as with many of the 
other Plato courses.  
 
Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension comes with two curricula:  
• Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension — Information and Expository Text  
• Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension — Stories and Literature.  

 
Each curriculum has seven courses, organized by reading level from grade level 3 through low-9. For example, "Vocabulary 
and Reading Stories, Level 3" contains reading passages appropriate to youth and adults who read at grade level 3.  
 
Each course offers the opportunity for extensive practice with six modules. Each module contains two companion activities 
built around a set of reading passages. The first activity is a Vocabulary Builder that pre-teaches difficult or important words 



taken from three reading passages. The second activity is a Reading Practice that presents the learner with the three passages, 
accompanied by 15 comprehension questions (five questions per passage).  
The three passages in each module vary in length and topic. The questions range in difficulty from factual questions to 
inferential questions. The factual questions require the learner to find information clearly stated in the text. The inferential 
questions require the learner to draw conclusions, make predictions, or apply information based on what is in the text.  
 

Advanced Reading Strategies (High School) 

The Advanced Reading Strategies curriculum offers PLATO Learning students the opportunity to build reading 
comprehension, critical thinking, and study skills from the 9th through the 14th grade reading levels. Instruction is presented 
in a "learn by doing" format incorporating the interactive experience of the web environment through a variety of learning 
activities.  
 
ARS focuses on the reading skills required to understand literature, social sciences, history, and science texts. It incorporates 
a "whole skill" approach to applying general reading skills presented in PLATO Learning’s Essential Reading Skills, 
Fundamental Reading Strategies, and Intermediate Reading Strategies curricula.  
 
ARS consists of six courses containing tutorials, problem-solving activities, practice passages, vocabulary builders, and 
mastery tests, all based on specific learning objectives. The six courses are:  

• A Reading Strategy  
• Building Reading Skills  
• Reading the Social Sciences  
• Reading Literature  
• Reading History  
• Reading Science  

 
The first course, A Reading Strategy, presents a four-step strategy for understanding and evaluating what is read. The second 
course, Building Reading Skills, includes methods for improving vocabulary, recalling what is read, and taking tests.  
 
Courses 3 through 6 present vocabulary and techniques for comprehending text in a particular subject area. Refer to the 
Advanced Reading Strategies Scope and Sequence chart on page 31 for a “big picture” view of ARS.  
 
The curriculum focuses on the kinds of texts students read most frequently as part of their high school and college studies. 
The reading difficulty levels for ARS range from 9th grade to 14th grade.  

• Instructional sequences within tutorials are presented at about the 9th grade reading level to ensure that students 
can understand the material.  
• Text passages in tutorials, problem-solving activities, and tests are approximately at the 10th grade reading level.  
• Practice modules provide passages at reading grade levels 9 to 14.  

 
*Prerequisite Skills* Necessary for Advanced Reading Strategies: 
Throughout the curriculum, students apply reading skills previously studied in Essential Reading Skills, Fundamental 
Reading Strategies, Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension, and Intermediate Reading Strategies or elsewhere. The student 
must know how to do the following:  

• Find the main idea  
• Find supporting details  
• Use context cues  
• Infer an answer  
• Apply what they have read    

 
 

 

 

 

 



Writing 
 

Curriculum  Skill Level  Age Level  
PLATO Essential Writing Process and Practice  3–6  Middle school +  

PLATO Fundamental Writing Process and Practice  5-6  Middle school +  

PLATO Intermediate Writing Process and Practice  7–9  Middle school +  

PLATO Advanced Writing Process and Practice  10–12  High school +  

 

Essential Writing Process & Practice (Middle School, remedial) 

The PLATO
 
Essential Writing Process and Practice curriculum teaches learners practical language and writing skills for use 

in everyday life. The curriculum focuses on core writing strategies useful throughout the writing process as well as on 
grammar and mechanics.  
 
PLATO Essential Writing Process and Practice is intended for middle school learners and above writing remedially at the 
third and fourth grade levels.   

Fundamental Writing Process & Practice (Middle School, remedial) 

The PLATO Fundamental Writing Process and Practice curriculum teaches learners practical language and writing skills for 
use in everyday life. The curriculum focuses on core writing strategies useful throughout the writing process as well as on 
grammar and mechanics.  
 
PLATO Fundamental Writing Process and Practice is intended for middle school learners and above writing remedially at the 
fifth and sixth grade levels.   

Intermediate Writing Process & Practice (Middle/High School) 

The PLATO
 
Intermediate Writing Process and Practice curriculum teaches learners practical language and writing skills for 

use in everyday life. The curriculum focuses on core writing strategies useful throughout the writing process as well as on 
grammar and mechanics.   

Advanced Writing Process & Practice (High School) 

The PLATO
® 

Advanced Writing Process and Practice curriculum teaches learners practical language and writing skills for 
use in everyday life. The curriculum focuses on core writing strategies useful throughout the writing process as well as on 
grammar and mechanics.   

Writing Series (High School) 

The Writing Series teaches learners practical language and writing skills for use in everyday life. The Writing Series focuses 
on grammar, mechanics, structure and tone, and applications. Learners will benefit from the Writing Series as they learn how 
to build sentences, identify parts of speech, use different types of punctuation, and practice several writing styles. 
 
Like all PLATO curricula, the Writing Series consists of individualized activities suitable to diverse learning situations. They 
include real-life examples and sophisticated graphics. PLATO® curricula require individualized responses to encourage 
concentration, maintain motivation, and increase proficiency. 

 
 

 

 

 



Interdisciplinary 
Informational Reading (Middle/High School) 

PLATO
 
Informational Reading teaches learners practical reading skills for use in the workplace and everyday adult life. 

Informational Reading presents a reading strategy that improves learners’ fluency in lower-level skills, such as finding a 
word in an index, which, in turn, enables them to achieve higher levels of reading comprehension. Learners already in the 
workplace or those preparing to enter it can benefit from Informational Reading.  
 
Informational Reading consists of six major sections. The sections consist of modules containing tutorials, applications, and 
mastery tests.   
Workplace Writing (Middle/High School) 

Good writing is essential for success. PLATO
® 

Workplace Writing teaches a general strategy for writing and applies it to 
work-related writing situations so learners can meet and exceed expectations. On the job and personally, learners in the 
workforce or those preparing to enter it can benefit from Workplace Writing.  
 
Workplace Writing teaches learners how to write simply and effectively in business settings. They learn how to write memos, 
directions, letters, meeting documents, reports, and how to fill out forms.   

Communication Skills (Middle/High School) 

PLATO
 
Communication Skills teaches listening and speaking skills essential to effective interpersonal communication and 

team building, as well as how to give and how to listen to presentations. Each major section in the curriculum consists of 
modules containing learning activities. Learning activities teach one or more instructional objectives listed at the beginning 
of each module.  
 
Learning Objectives: The objectives summarize the goals for the whole module. However, instructors may break them down 
to take the learner step-by-step through the learning activities. For example, the module objective of “Given an example of a 
conversation, the learner should be able to identify the components of the communication process,” can be rewritten to reflect 
an objective for each activity.  

• Given an example of a conversation, the learner will study how to identify the components of the communication 
process. (Tutorial)  

• Given an example of a conversation, the learner will practice how to identify the components of the communication 
process. (Application)  

• Given an example of a conversation, the learner will check understanding of how to identify the components of the 
communication process. (Test).   

Miscellaneous Language Arts Resource (Middle/High School) 

The PLATO
® 

Miscellaneous Language Arts Resource (MLA) presents learners with practical language and writing skills for 
use in everyday life. The MLA focuses on grammar, mechanics, structure and tone, and applications. Learners will benefit 
from the MLA as they learn how to build sentences, identify parts of speech, use different types of punctuation, and practice 
several writing styles.  
 
Learning Objectives:  The activities teach the objectives listed at the beginning of each module. The objectives summarize 
the goals for the whole module. However, the module objective can be expressed differently for each learning activity to 
specify the instructional task. For example, the module objective of “Given sentences, learners will be able to use quotation 
marks correctly to indicate direct quotations and titles,” can be expressed as an objective for each activity.  

• Given sentences, learners will study how to use quotation marks correctly to indicate direct quotations and titles. 
(Tutorial)  

• Given sentences, learners will practice how to use quotation marks correctly to indicate direct quotations and titles. 
(Application)  

• Given sentences, learners will check understanding about how to use quotation marks correctly to indicate direct 
quotations and titles. (Mastery Test).   
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